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eneration Technique for hains OrI Lattices 

in Cotnputer Experiments 

It is current practice to use inversely restricted sampimg methods to obtkn 
configurational avesages concerning nomntersecting chains on lattices in computer 
snnulation experiments. Biased chain configurations are built by taking only the 
steps that do not lead to occupied lattice sites. The bias is removed by- an appro- 
priate weighting of the chain properties in the calculation of averages. ‘The method 
is described by Hammersley and Handscomb [i] and mteresting examples are given 
by Mazur and McCrackin [2]. 

The aim of this note is to present a particmariy e%cient operationa m&e 
which simultaneously collects the information needed: 

(1) to make the step choices during cham construction; 

(2) to compute the interaction energy of the chains with the surroundings: 

01 to determine the bias weights for the zenfigurationa! averages 

This represents the quasitotality of the compmatkmal problems 3% method 
consists essentially in calculating one single coded rmmber before makmg each step. 
The coded number enables us immediately to obtain the number of occupied and 
empty first neighbors of the element last placed k the course of the chain con- 
struction and to choose the direction in which the nest step ~~~~i be ma&~ T&z 
computation of the coded number involves only q o~~panc~ ~7 tests on +&e imkt2 
in which the chains are embedded> q being the coordination number. This hems a 
mmkium. 

The method is based upon the following obvious properties From zL %k~ 
point i, one can jump to q first neighbors j which can either be ocznpied cx em-pty~ 
so that to the set of the q neighbors are associated 2’; occupied-empty 
configurations. These can be numbered NY Al = 1, 2?..., 3; 21 each configuration 
corresponds the set of informations consistmg m the mrmber of occu$e? and 
empty j poims, and the directions m which tke 1 free j poims can be found. {The 
correspondence between AJ and a specific configuration witI be expkimed L&X). 
AlI possible sets of informations can be preset in the computer memory> xKI aZ 
that is needed is a unique device to detect the sequence rrum*ber N. 

Consider a chain in the course of construction and let ! be the Iast chain e!emenL 
glaced on the lattice. Before starting the cakulations leadmg to the next 
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construction-step, preset a coded number C0D to 1.00. As usual a matrix is 
memorized, the elements of which correspond to the different lattice sites. For 
example, an element is set to 0 if the corresponding site is empty, and to 1 if it is 
occupied. All the first neighbors j of i are considered in a fixed order jI , jZ ,..., jq ; 
each can be reached formally from i by a step denoted s = 1, 2,..., q. For example, 
for a simple cubic lattice the order can be: x+ (S = I); X- (S = 2); or+ (8 = 3); 
JI- (S = 4); z+ (S = 5) and z- (S == 6) where X+ means a step in the positive 
x direction, etc. IfjS is found to be empty (by examination of the matrix) C0D is 
incremented by 2*-S + 0.01. For example, for the simple cubic lattice (2Q = 64), 
if all six points j are empty, C0D becomes 64.06 after six occupancy tests (this 
obviously can happen only for i = 1); if all are occupied C0D remains 1.00 
(in that case the chain cannot be completed). Each occupancy pattern of the 
points j leads to a unique value of C0D. The digits of C0D after the decimal point 
indicate the number of empty neighbors of i, say qi . The number of occupied 
neighbors distinct from the preceding chain point i - 1 is simply U; = q - qi - 1 
except for uI which is q - ql because the first point has of course no predecessor. 
The digits before the decimal point indicate the specific occupancy pattern N found 
for the neighbors (in fact, the arithmetic procedure to find C0D automatically 
and uniquely always associates the same N to the same pattern, thus defining N). 
Lists of directions s, in which all free points j can be found for each pattern N, 
are preset in memory. To decide in which j we will place the next chain element 
i +- 1, we simply call a random number R between 1 and qi . Knowing R and N 
we pick up a well-defined direction. 

By repetition of the procedure, a completed chain consisting of r points is 
characterized by b = nI:t qi which is the bias removal factor for all properties 
related to the particular chain configuration (by construction, each chain has a 
probability l/b). The interaction energy of the chain with its surroundings is 

if one considers only first neighbor interactions c. The comigurational average of a 
chain parameter T is then given by 

where 117 indicates a chain configuration built following the procedure described 
above. 

The figure represents the example of the simple cubic lattice, on which most of 
the experiments are performed. The tree indicates all the routes which can be 
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followed in the computation of one C@D value, by making a single occupancy test 
on each of the 6 first neighbors j of a point i. The order in which the neighbors 
are considered is as cited in the text. A step to the left in the tree is to be made if a 
neighbor is found to be occupied. A step to the right is made if the neighbor is 
empty. 

Each terminal point of the tree corresponds to a particular occupancy pattern IV 
of the six neighbors of i. The associated values of qi and Go are given as well as 
all the possible steps s leading from i to an emptyj. 

This computation method has been used to calculate the configurational entropy 
and the mean end-to-end distances in polymer solutions [3, 41. 

On a CDC 6.500, our procedure makes it possible to perform ~7000 steps per set, 
including the calculation of b and E, on a simple cubic lattice with periodic 
boundaries. 
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